AVERO Comfort
The perfect bathing and nursing solution

AVERO Comfort lifting bath
Modern design for your new nursing bathroom …

BEKA Hospitec design and manufacture high quality products for hospital
bathrooms which enable your patients to have an enjoyable and relaxing bathing
experience whilst also providing the ideal working conditions for your nursing staff …

Classic, elegant design with domestic appeal

Suitable for all nursing hoists and lifts

During the design process for our new AVERO Comfort nursing

The AVERO Comfort is supremely functional and can be use with all

bath, we have been challenged to meet the increased form and

modern hoists and lifts on the market, irrespective of the

function demands. In order for a nursing bathing solution to fulfill

manufacturer. The large and comfortable interior space allows the

these demands it should incorporate a modern tub, which is still

resident to stretch out and enjoy a comfortable bathe with or

classic, elegant and timeless. It should also fit unobtrusively into

without use of a hoist or lift.

your new bathroom whilst also giving your residents, staff and
visitors a domestic feeling. Domestic appereance and high
functionality are combined in the use of Hans-Grohe thermostatic
mixer taps. The AVERO Comfort does not need to be fixed to the
floor and the bath maintains stability and can be adjusted
accordingly to accommodate various floor and room conditions.
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Choice of bathing position
Enables the resident to view the room from different positions …

The unique AVERO Comfort nursing tub is suitable for small rooms with limited
space. It can give the option of moving the tub to allow the resident a refreshing
change of view …

Offers the resident a choice of view into the room

Premium grab bars for optimum security

The AVERO Comfort has a large internal space and attractive

Premium, chrome brass grab handles which are located in a

outside paneling and as such is appealing from all angles. This

specifically designed recess, give the bath not only a distinctive

unique feature also allows you to rotate the bath around and locate

look, but also an excellent holding point for the resident.

it in a position where the resident can have an unobstructed view
of the room, without spoiling the elegant appearance and
aesthetics of the bath or room.

Automatic water filling stop
By taking advantage of the automatic water stop option, when
filling the bath you will be able to attend to the resident without the

Also suitable for small rooms

worry of water overflow and the filling height can be preset to a

The AVERO Comfort height adjustable bath has additional space

level of your choice depending upon the water volume required for

underneath the tub which means that even in small rooms where

your resident. This will help to save time and energy costs and

space is limited, hoists and lifts can still be used. The special shape

allows the full attention on the resident during bathing.

of the tub with distinctive arm rests also gives a balanced interior
shape allowing the bather to relax and stretch.

The classic, elegant and timeless bath will complement your

Ergonomically sculptured tub body with arm rest recess and grab

bathroom beautifully and creates the impression of a domestic

handles for added comfort and safety.

surrounding.
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The AVERO Comfort nursing bath has various options, which assist in providing an
excellent relaxing bath for your residents …
Air spa system

Coloured light therapy system

An integrated air spa system offers your resident a relaxing and

Two LED lights built into either side of the bath tub give a relaxing

stimulating bath due to the massaging effect created. In addition,

and therapeutic bathing experience with the option of selecting

there is no risk of any cross contamination from the jets as a result

any colour manually or by an automatic light program.

of an internal disinfection system.
Aromatherapy system

Music sound system
Two premium integrated speakers in the tub transform the chosen

An integrated aromatherapy system, which when used in

music into water vibrations which create a unique state of the art

conjunction with the warm air spa, releases your chosen scent

sound experience for the resident. Music is played using a USB-

which can help to stimulate the senses. This is easy to operate and

connection port which means that each bather can have their

is completely maintenance free. (The Aromatherapy system can

chosen music played and changed on a regular basis. In turn, a

only be used in conjunction with the air spa system).

water resistant hand held remote control enables easy operation

The air spa system stimulates the senses with a massaging effect

The integrated, maintenance-free aromatherapy system allows

on the skin which assists relaxation.

use of various scents when used in conjunction with the air spa
system.
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The ideal bathing solution
For your staff and residents …

The AVERO Comfort height adjustable bath combines well being and care
perfectly with greatest safety and comfort …
Key benefits for your nursing staff

Key benefits for your residents

¡ Easy handset operation by use of icons

¡ Ergonomical interior tub for comfortable and

¡ Height adjustable for optimal working height
¡ Smooth surface for easy cleaning and hygiene
¡ Optional, automatic water stop saves time and

safe bathing with or without a hoist
¡ Contoured arm rests with grab handles for
added comfort and safety

money and allows direct and full attention to

¡ Designed for domestic and multi user environments

the resident

¡ Scalding protection for hand-shower and spout

Key benefits for investors

Key benefits for utilities management

¡ Modern cutting edge design

¡ Application of Hans-Grohe branded thermostatic mixer taps

¡ Use of high-quality brand components

¡ Standard brand components from well known

¡ Low cost and high performance
¡ Low cost spare parts and maintenance

manufacturers
¡ Well established technology and not dependent on
factory servicing
¡ Free of charge BEKA Hospitec technical telephone support

The AVERO Comfort has a large internal space and attractive

Contoured slots in the bath tub allow a footboard shortener to be

outside panelling.

used to reduce the tub size and give extra support to the resident.
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Performance features of the AVERO Comfort
Advantages of relaxed bathing …

Suitable for all hoists on the market, modern, elegant design, domestic
appearance, ergonomical interior tub, internal arm rests with grab handles,
slots for footboard shortener, high-quality brand thermostatic mixer, double
scalding protection, operation via soft keypad, various options …
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Ergonomical bath tub with
integrated arm rests, grab

2

handlesbars and slots for

Optional: Tub shortener
for added comfort and
support

tub shortener.
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Chrome brass grab
handles give the resident
additional leverage and
support.
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Optional: Air Spa system
for a massaging and
relaxing bathe
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Optional: Option to change bathing
direction by moving the tub to allow a
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Optional: Integrated colored light therapy
system with 2 built in LED lights with
automatic light programming facility.

free view into the bath.
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Optional: M u s i c - s o u n d
system with USB
connection and
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Easy soft keypad
operation.

aroma-

therapy system.
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Technical data
Overall dimension, incl. operation console
Inside tub dimension (LxW)

2.100 x 800 mm
1.770 x 575 x 400 mm

Lifting range

680 - 1.080 mm

Lifting capacity

two time 4.000 N

Overall weight (empty)

110 kg / 240 lbs

Power supply

230 Volt

Frequency

50 Hz

Current consumption

0,8 A

Protection class

IP 66

Accessories / Options
Option to change bathing positions and room viewing direction
Automatic water filling stop
Tub shortener
Air spa system
Colored light therapy system
Music sound system
Aromatherapy system
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